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A telephone exchange is a radical rearrangement of social space. It
brings any two speakers together on demand, regardless of where
they are located. Bythus collapsing social space, it also vastly expands
its scale, making millions of people who would otherwise be inacces-
sible to each other capable of instant, real-time conversation.
The very radicalism ofthis act of social integration led the early

developersoftelephone switching into oneparticularly troublesome
dilemma. In 1881, the manager of the fledgling Milwaukee Bell
telephone exchange complained that “the general impression among
subscribersis that if an exchange of 100 subscribers can be run at
[rates of] $12 a month, then an exchangeof 1,000 ought to be run for
about 40 cents. You can’t make them believe anything else.” In fact, as
he waspainfully aware, telephone exchanges became more expensive
to run (per subscriber) as the number of subscribers rose. The
“economies ofscale” eagerly anticipated by customers did not exist.
On the contrary, growth brought only rate increases, and the large
exchanges in New York, Chicago, and Boston charged three or four
times the rates of smallercities.
The locus of the problem was the switching process, and the

problem was not technical so much as it was organizational. As the
number of subscribers to a telephone system grows, the number of
possible connections among them grows much faster—roughlyas the
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square of the number of subscribers. Consequently, switchboards
became increasingly expensive to construct, and the operations
needed to make connections becameincreasingly complex and slow,
as more people joined the exchange. This diseconomy of switching
was the most important “reverse salient” encountered during the
early years of telephone development. More than any other single
factor,it constricted progress by linking system growth to slower
service and higher costs. It also was unusually persistent. It took the
Bell system twenty years and three generationsofswitching technol-
ogy to come up with a long-term solution to the problem. Not until
the introduction of automatic lamp signals, the common battery
switchboard, and the development ofa science of traffic engineering
between 1892 and 1897 did switching cease to be a constraint on
telephone system growth.
This article differs from other works on the history of switching

technology both in termsofits subject and its approach. The account
of manual switching technology in volume 1 of the History of Engi-
neering and Science in the Bell System series,’ while containing much
useful information, fails to identify the central role played by the
diseconomies of growth in the development of the technology. Other
works on the history of switching tend to separate automatic from
manual switching in orderto concentrate on the former. A. E. Joel's
history of switching in the Bell system, for example,begins in 1925,
after Bell had committed itself to automation.” Robert Chapuis, in
an otherwise thorough treatment of the first 100 years of switch-
ing, devotes only a fewpages to the manualera.’ In effect, develop-
mentsbefore 1910 are consignedto theprehistoryofswitching. This
bias is understandable; from a purely technical viewpoint, automatic
switches are more interesting than their predecessors. But this article
is not about the technical apparatusof switching perse. Its subject is
the confrontation with the multiplying possibilities of an expanding
network, a problem that was most visible during the manual era.
This confrontationis of interest for two reasons: its importance to

an understanding of telephonehistory and its implications for social
theory. Exchange diseconomies were an overriding concern during
the first twenty yearsof telephone development, affecting, for exam-
ple, the Bell system's rate policies, the political climate in which it

IM. D. Fagen, ed... History of Engineering and Science in the Bell System, vol. 1, The Early
Years, 1876-1925 (Warren, N.J., 1975)
*Amos E. Joel, History of Engineering and Science in the Bell System, vol. 3, Switching,

1925-1975 (Warren, N.J., 1982),
"Robert J. Chapuis, 100 Years of Telephone Switching, pt. 1, Manual and Electromechanical

Suitching, 1878-19605 (Amsterdam, 1982).
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operated, and its approach to the introduction of automatic switching.
The deeper significanceof this history, however, concerns the power
of technological systemsto connect and integrate human societyinto
ever-larger units. It should be seen as a case study of how the
communicative relations that maintain and constitute social organiza-
tion are transformed by growth.

Thereis evidence that almost identical problems have characterized
the growth ofother systems. Alfred Chandler, for example, demon-
strates that, as the railroads first evolved from local operations into
larger, regional networks in the 1850s, their per-mile operating costs
drastically increased.’ The source ofthe diseconomies, as with the
telephone, was not the cost of materials or labor per se, but the
increasing complexity of organization and control once therailroads
operations extended beyond the domainof a single mind. Currently,
the purveyorsofcellular radiotelephone services have been accused
of a failure to recognize the complexities involved in accommodating
subscriber growth. The telecommunications trade press wonders
“how long present systems can hold out before new technology is
neededto handle the massive growth in cellular usage expected bythe
end ofthe decade.” What will be presented here as “the switchboard
problem” is simply an unusually clear example of the kind of
reordering of organization and communication that must occuras the
scale of social interaction is enlarged. In the concluding section, I
relate these organizational diseconomiesof growth to current specu-
lation about the emergenceof an “information society.”

The Uneasy Birth of the Exchange
Switching was not immediately recognized as an essential part of

the telephone business. Alexander Graham Bell had invented a device
that transmitted the human voice over wire. invention contrib-
uted nothing to the immense technical and organizational apparatus
required to bring any two usersof the telephone together on the same
circuit. The Boston capitalists who commercialized the telephone saw
it as a machine to be leased to customers rather than as part of a
service provided by an operating company. For most of 1877, tele-
phone pairs were connected by their own private lines.
1t did not take the Bell companies long, however,to hit upon the

principle of the telephone exchange, a central office where multiple

“Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., ed., The Railroads, the Nation's First Big Business: Sources and
Readings (New York, 1965), p. 101

“Communications Week, February 2, 1987. p. 29.
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subscriber lines would converge for interconnection. Both the people
and the techniques involved in the earliest exchanges had their roots
in “District” telegraph companies, which supplied burglar alarm, fire
alarm, and messenger call services over local telegraph networks.
Since the process of signaling a centraloffice fromoutlyingcall boxes
was an established part of their business, an exchange arrangementof
telephones came naturally to them.”
After successful exchange operations were established in a few New

England locations, the Bell Company began to encourage its licensees
to open exchanges. In February 1878 it published instructions to
licensees urging them to promote the telephone as a substitute for
district telegraph services. By Marchof thatyear, Alexander Graham
Bell was able to speak, in his talks promoting the telephone around
the world, of “central offices” where telephone wires could be
connected to “establisth] direct communication between any two
placesin the city.”
It was probably the Bell Company's incursioninto telegraphic

territory that finally provokeda response from Western Union. The
telegraph giant, which had earlier dismissed the telephone as “an
electrical toy,” obtained the patents for an improved telephone
transmitter invented by Thomas Edison and launched the American
Speaking Telephone Company in 1878. The year and a half of
competition accelerated the trend toward exchange operations. West-
ern Union mobilized its nationwide network of telegraph affiliates to
establish telephone exchanges, brought in hundredsof new subscrib-
ers, and deployed its resources toward improvements in switching
facilities.
In a purely mechanical sense, the problem of setting up and taking

down connections rapidly was solved almost immediately. About fifty
subscribers’ lines would terminate in an upright board equipped with
magneto-powered signals and some form of connecting apparatus.
The signals, known as annunciator shutters, were flaps that were
released and dropped whenever the subscriber cranked the magneto
generatoron his telephone (fig. 1). A variety of connecting apparatus
was in use, including the jack and cord that eventually became
dominant.”

“Robert Garnet, The Telephone Enterprise (Baltimore, 1985); Faget (n. 1 above). p. 489.
Speech in Kensington, England, March 25, 1878; cited in John Kingsbury, The

Telephone and Telephone Exchanges: Their Invention and Development (London, 1915), p. 92.
"As late as 1883, the Bell licensees were using the switchboards of twelve different

‘manufacturers.
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Fic. L.—The telephone switchboard of the Gold & Stock Telegraph Co. of New York,
a Western Union-affiliated exchange, ca. 1880. (George Bartlett Prescott, The Electric
Telephone [New York: D. Appleton & Co., 1890], p. 231.)
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Aside fromits inability to signal for disconnection adequately, this
technology handled calls quickly and smoothly—as long as both the
called and thecalling party terminated on the same switchboard. Each
time 100 or so new subscribers were added to an exchange, however,
some calls had to be transferred from one switchboard to another.
Here lay the root of what became known as “the switchboard
problem.” The need to “trunk” or “transfer” connections swelled the
amount of time and resources expended on one connection. The
operator had to know the board on which the desired party termi-
nated, find an open trunk line to that board, and signal the operator
there. Two or more operators had to participate in setting up and
taking down connections; each had to spend time getting the other's
attention, communicating with the other, and monitoring the call.
One connection, handledso simplyon a single board, becamea highly
complex operation.
In late 1878 and 1879, during the competition between Bell and

Western Union, exchanges first grew to the size where trunking
between boards became necessary. Organizing communication be-
tween operators immediately developed into a major problem. At
first, the operators simply shouted at each other across the central
office. The din generated by this method often led to mistaken
connectionsordelays. As the switchboardstations became larger, an
elaborate division of labor evolved, until a single call could pass
through the hands of five different people." Operatorsin some of
these central offices communicated by the circulation of written
tickets, and making a connection by this methodoften took as long as
five minutes. Other offices used talking circuits and found that, while
it wasfaster, repeating the number several times increased the chance
of error. C. E. Scribner, a Western Electric engineer whose inventions
dominated the first twenty years of switching, summed up the
situation succinctly: “in the first months of 1879, perfect chaos existed
in the larger telephone exchanges.”

“When the conversation was over, subscribers were supposed to “ring off crank
their magneto generator again, dropping the shutter and notifying the operator that
the connection could be taken down. Manydid not remember to do this; even when
they did, the method did

notalways work, sothe operators had to breakinto the
conversation regularly to find out whether the line was still in use. See, e.g. Electrical
Review 2 (April 12, 1883): 6: “Everybody whouses the telephone knows whatit is to be
interrupted in the midst ofhis most earnest talk.”

“Telephone Switch Boards, Report of a Conferenceheld atthe Office of the AT&T Co,
December 19, 20, and 21, 1887, p. 172. Bell Labs Archives, Warren N.J. (Hereafter
cited as ATT Suitchboard Conference [1887].)

"Kingsbury, The Telephone and Telephone Exchanges (n. 7 above), p. 222.
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To the businessmen and electricians involved, it was clear that
exchange operation had completely transformed the nature of the
telephone business. It was no longer just a matter of leasing an
instrument, but a service of extraordinary complexity. After the
Bell-Western Union patent settlement of November 1879 ceded the
telephone business to the Bell interests, representatives of the Bell
licensee companies came together in a national conference in Sep-
tember 1880 to compare notes on the economic and technical aspects
of running an exchange. The convention formally incorporated itself
as the National Telephone Exchange Association (NTEA) and con-
ued to meet once or twice a year until 1890.
A report at the first conference by C. N. Fay, the president and

general manager of the Chicago Bell exchange, laid out the problem
in clear and bold language. In 1880, Fay's Chicago exchange wasthe
largest in the country, with 1,633 stations, 9 separate central offices,
and 153 trunk lines connecting them. Like many others, Fay had
learned during the competition with Western Union that theinitial
business plan of leasing phonesfor a flat rate of about $20-$40/year
was not congruent with the economics of exchange operation.
Around July of 1879, hesaid, the opinion was “gaining ground”that
“we would have to charge by the switch and not by the year” and he
began to keep records of connections. Fay recognized that a
“connection”—the establishment of a talking circuit between two
subscribers—was the basic product of the exchange rather than
telephones. His observations, based on his records, confirmed what
manyother exchange managers already knew intuitively: the expense
per subscriber increased asthe exchange grew.
By the time of the second and third NTEA meetings in 1881, the

need to adjust rates to compensate for rising average costs was a major
concern. The most significant indicator of the problemwas the ratio
between subscribers and operators. Without exception, the largest
exchanges had the worstratios. That is,it took more operators, more
work, to handle the same numberof subscribers when they were part
of a large exchange than when they were part ofa smaller exchange.
New York, Chicago, and Cincinnati, with roughly three times the
number of subscribers, were burdened with almost ten times the
number of trunks as the medium-sized exchanges in Albany and
Buffalo (see table 1). The biggest exchanges needed twice as many
operators to handle a given number ofsubscribers as the medium-
sized exchanges, and three or four times thatof the small exchanges.
“Minutes, National Conference of Telephone Companies, Niagara Falls, N.Y.,

September 7, 8, and 9, 1880 (New Haven, Conn, 1881). Bell Labs Archives.
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TABLE |
TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBER/OPERATOR RaTioS 1881-1883

Scascaunens ms
Suascamns Nowwss or Tatas OnnoEEE EEE

New York... 3576 ... 274 339 23 23 23
Chicago. 2903 ... 228 245 24 25 31
Cincinnati... 2099 277 312 24 2 32

Albany. 1076. 35 69 71 TT 72
Buffalo 1208... 21 2 40 40 67

Evansville 550 0 0 0 106 146 183
Owensboro... 109. 00... 120 109

Sovaces National Telephone Exchange Association minutes: no. LIL (1851). p. 46: no. IV(1852). pp. 39-49; no.

(1883), pp. 93-39. Bell Labs Archives.

Although all three categories show a slight improvement in the
subscriber/operator ratio over the three-year period, the division
between the categories remains marked and intact.
It is not hard to show why the technology and economics of

telephone switching proved to be so sensitive to subscriber growth.
The reasonis essentially mathematical. As the universe of subscribers
(8) to an exchange grows, the numberofcircuits required to connect
them all (N) does not grow in direct proportion, but roughlyat the
more rapid rate N = §%2." Thecentral exchange itself was the first
concession to this principle. If each subscriber was linked by direct
wire to every other, N would represent the total numberof wires that
would have to be strung to interconnect all subscribers. An exchange-
less telephone system of only 500 people would be burdened with
124,750 separate wires, with 250 wires emanating from each tele-
phone.
A central exchange eliminates the multiplication of wires but not

the mathematical increase in the numberof possible connections. The
increasing complexityis simply shifted to the central office, where the
operators and switching apparatus must be equipped to handle a
constantly expanding arrayof possibilities. As noted earlier, once the
process of interconnecting subscribers extended beyond a single switch-
board, connections became slower for the subscribers, used more
physical plant, consumed moreof the operators’ time, and were more
likely to be incorrect. Yet as the number of switchboards in an

"The actual formula is [S(S—1)}/2. the expression for the number of different
combinationsof two that can be selected from the number§.
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exchange increased, the numberof transferred connections increased
proportionally. An office with all of its subscribers on one boardcould
make 100 percent of its connections directly. An office with two
boards had to transfer half of them; an office with three boards had
to transfer two-thirds of them; and so on."
The telephone exchange’s great promise wasto establish a talking

circuit on demand between any pair of subscribers. By committing
itself 10 the performanceof this task, however, the developers of the
telephone had set in motion a mathematical spiral that progressively
increased the complexity and cost of switching. Subscriber growth
and the expanding geographic scopeof telephonic interconnection
created quantum leaps in the number of possible connections. Howto
handle these quantum leaps without equally large jumpsin the cost of
equipmentand labor wasthe fundamental problem facing switching
technologyin the carly years.

The Multiple Switchboard: Solving the Problemor Perpetuating It?
The first great technical advance made in response to the increasing

complexity of large exchanges was the “multiple switchboard.” The
essential principle behind the multiple switchboard was simple
enough: it put a connecting jack for every subscriber before each
operator. The operator would answer the calls of only 100 subscribers,
as before, but below (or above) his orher set of annunciators was an
array of connecting jacks for every subscriber in the exchange.
Subscriber lines ran in series through all switchboard sections. This
entirely eliminated the need to transfer calls within a central office;
only one operation was needed to completea talking circuit. While
this simplified the process of making a connection, it complicated the
circuitry and signaling. If any operatorcould plug into any subscrib-
er’s line without the intervention of another operator, then an
electrical “busy test” had to be devised to warn operators which lines
werealready in use at another operatorstation.
The principle of the multiple switchboard was conceived as early as

March 1879 in Leroy Firman’s Chicago Western Union exchange.”
Because of the complications involved in devising a workable busy
test, full-fledged use of the multiple did not begin until 1883. By
1885, multiple switchboards had been introduced in fifteen cities,
ranging in size from Elgin, Illinois (pop. 14,000), to the three largest
central offices in New York City.

“Assuming that all subscribers are equally likely to call each other.
UF. L. Rhodes, The Beginnings of Telephony (New York, 1929), p. 159.
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Boston in particular had taken the lead in converting its entire
exchange over to multiple switching, and in 1885 JohnJ. Carty of the
Boston-based American Bell Telephone Co.delivered a paperbefore
the NTEA enthusiastically endorsing the new technology. After
documenting how it had reduced the operator force by 25 percent,
Cartyconcluded his reportwith a bold statement: “in my judgment I
considerthe switchboard problem solved.”For the next four years,
Carty’s optimistic assessment scemed to be corroborated by the
experience of other cities.”
The most thoroughevaluation of the multiple and other issues in

switching occurred during the three-day “Telephone Switch Board”
Conference held at the offices of American Telephone and Telegraph
Company (AT&T) in December 1887. The switchboard conference
was modeled after the very successful Cable Conference held in
September of the same year to improve the techniques of voice
transmission. But the difference between the two meetings is instruc-
tive. The Cable Conference, being concerned with narrowly technical
solutions to well-defined problems, was a one-time affair that suc-
ceeded in formulating exact standard specifications to be imple-
mented throughout the Bell licensee companies. The switchboard
conference, on the other hand, raised more questions than it an-
swered.Its members found it necessary to attemptto define just what
the function of a telephone exchange was. The issuesit identified did
not prove to be susceptible to consensus, much less immediate
resolution. On the contrary, the conference participants became the
nucleus of an ongoing “switchboard committee” that intermittently
struggled with the same problems for the next eight years.
Presiding over the conference was E. J. Hall, former managerof

the Buffalo exchange and now vice-president and general manager of
AT&T. The AT&T Co. had been formed in 1885 to finance and
manage long-distance development. Its engineer Angus Hibbard was
also present. The Boston-based ABT Co. wasrepresented byelectri-
cian Thomas Lockwood, who drafted the conference synopsis, and
consulting engineer Joseph Davis. Charles Scribner and E. M. Barton
represented the switchboard manufacturer Western Electric Co. In
addition to these representatives of the nationwide Bell interests, ten
electricians and managers from the larger Bell exchanges in Brook-
lyn, New York, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Boston, Kansas City,

“Convention minutes, National Telephone Exchange Association, Philadelphia,
September 16 and 17, 1884. Bell Labs Archives
"See, c.g. the reports in the convention minutes of NTEA VII (1885), p. 161; NTEA

IX (1887), p. 82; and NTEA XI (1889), p. 94.
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and St. Louis participated. The makeup of the conference was an
indication ofthe increasing stratification between the technical de-
mandsoflarge urban centers and the restofthe country. Indeed, the
conference began by “dismiss[ing] from consideration all switch-
boards and central offices with less than 1,000 lines” because the
problems with which the conference was concerned “do not begin
until that numberis reached.”®
Among other recommendations pertaining to long-distance devel-

opment, the conference gave the multiple its official stamp of
approval.” But the most important decision to come out of the
conference was an explicit definition of the role of the exchange in
telephone service. Led by Thomas Lockwood, the conferees agreed
thatthe telephone company should absorb as muchofthe switching
andsignaling functionsof telephone service as possible. Their desire
to popularize the telephone and gain acceptance forit as an indis-
pensable utensil of modernlife committed them to making switching
as transparent to the user as possible. The process of making a
connection should be handled entirely by trained professionals and
assume no special knowledge or intelligence on the part of the user.
As E. J. Hall putit several years later, “any attemptto take the user
into our service and make him do a part of the work is a movement
which is not in the right direction.”
The principle of “user transparency” played a major role in

decisions to accept orreject switching andsignaling technologies for
thenext forty years. It was a major consideration, for example,inthe
Bell system's decision to resist automatic switching, for the so-called
automatic switch actually increased the subscriber's involvement in
theswitching process by making him dial numbers. This attitude had
muchofits origin in the organizational problems faced by switching
officesin the early years. Switching was hard enough to manage and

"ATT Switchboard Conference (1887), p. 13.

"The multiple switchboard for large central offices is a material improvement upon,
and presents decided advantages in the matter of efficiency and economical operation
over the grouping or sectional switchboard....No circumstances can be conceived
which wouldrender a return to the grouping or trunk line boards desireable” (ibid.,
p.9)
“Committee on Suitchboards and Telephonic Apparatus. Transcript of a meeting held at

the AT&T Co.office, March 15-18, 1892, p. 123. Bell Labs Archives. This committee
met six times. The transcripts, which are held in the Bell Labs Archives, will hereafter
be cited as follows: Switchboard CommitteeIfor the meetingof July 21, 1891; Switchboard
Committee Ifor the second meeting of 1891: Switchboard Committee IIT for the meeting
of March 15-18, 1892; Switchboard Committee IV for the meeting of May 18-20, 1892;
Switchboard Committee V for the meeting of 1893; and Switchboard Committee VI for the
‘meeting of May 1895.
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control effectively without introducing the random and uncontrolla-
ble element of subscriber participation. It also militated against the
division of labor in making connections. The managers wanted to
concentrate all the operations needed to bring two subscribers to-
gether in the hands of one operator who could see the process
through to completion and take full responsibility for the connection.
This was another strong reasonto embrace the multiple switchboard,
which accomplished just that. As Thomas Lockwood pointed out in a
debate over the merits of the old and the newswitchboards, the
transfer system “needs the cooperative intelligence of two persons to
make a connection,” while “in the equivalent of the trunk wire which
is used in the multiple, the intelligence of only one person is
required.”
Despite the conference's strong endorsement of the multiple, its

participants had already begun to confront some of its latent prob-
lems. The multiple’s improvements in efficiency were almost entirely
due to its elimination of transferred connections. It was able to do
this, however, only by vastly increasing the number of wires and
connecting jacksin an exchange. The Metropolitan Telephone Co.of
New York City had already discovered that building one 10,000-line
multiple switchboard forthe entire city would cost more than twice as
muchas building three smaller, dispersed central offices and retain-
ing some trunking.
In fact, the multiple switchboard had, at a higher-level component

of the telephone system, wholeheartedly embraced that mathematical
increase in connection facilities which the exchange itself was origi-
nally invented to avoid. Within the centraloffice, it ran a direct line
for each subscriber from one section of the board to every other
section, just as a primitive, exchangeless telephone system might run
adirect wire from each telephone to everyotherAt this point in the
evolutionofswitching, the costs and delays associated with using the
“cooperative intelligence of two persons”to make a connection were
so forbidding that to most the multiplication of physical apparatus
seemed a preferable alternative. Consequently, the quantity of jacks
and wires in a multiple switchboard increased as the square of the rate
of increase in the number of subscribers. For central offices in the
range of 500-3,000 subscribers, the additional plant appeared to be
worth the savings in efficiency and in labor. But how long could this

SATGT Suitchboard Conference (1887), pp. 36-39.
“Ibid., pp. 226-44.
“The actual formula is $4C, where C = the subscriber capacity of an operator

station,
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geometric increase go on before discconomies began to set in once
again?

Back to the Drawing Board

Carty had hailed the multiple as the solution to the switchboard
problem in 1885. It tookonly six yearsto prove him wrong. By the
summer of 1891, diseconomies of scale and assorted technical prob-
lems had become worrisome enough to prompt the formation of a
special committee. A memo drafted by Joseph Davis of ABT claimed
that “while the multiple switchboard in its present form is now in
general use and seems to meet the necessities ofthe case better than
any other,it is evident that a sentiment of uneasiness still exists in the
minds of many of our foremost thinkers regarding its permanent
employment.”
The multiple had proved to be susceptible to a number of electrical

difficultiesBut these technical bugs could be and quickly were
overcome by refinementsin the circuitry. The real source of “uneas-
iness” was fundamental to the design of the multiple. In big-city
exchanges, the multiple part of the switchboard was threatening to
become so large thata single operator could not reach all the jacks.
(At this time, the minimum size of a jack was about a half-inch square,
and only 6,000 of them could be arrayed within an operator's reach.)
By the timeit reached that point, the enormous cost of multiplying
jacks and wires beganto take its toll.*
These problems were exerting a noticeable drag onthe growth of

telephony. Subscribers were becoming restive over rates. In NewYork
City the business rate was upto $240 a year. The ABT Annual Report
for 1892 found it necessary to mention and countercriticism that the
rates in larger cities were too high when compared to those ofsmaller
cities by appealing to exchange diseconomies. The subscriber growth
rate was dwindling down to 5 percent a yearor less.
The operating companies themselves were becoming as

tented astheir subscribers. As Scribner pointed outto the committee,
they “have refrained from ordering switching apparatus that they
needed;insome cases [they] have refused subscribers because they

Suitchboard Committee I (n. 20 above).
®In the original design of the multiple, the subscriber's circuit made a direct serial

connection with each section of the switchboard. If the circuit were broken on any
switchboard section because of a weak jack ordirt, the whole circuit would be held open
and give off a false busy signal. The circuit had to pass through so many sections that
electrical imbalances in a metallic circuit could be produced, because one side of the
loop could be hundreds of feet longer than the other.
Suitchboard Committee IV (n. 20 above), p. xx.
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were without facilities for connecting themwith the exchanges; and
they are today unable to give orders for switchboard apparatus
because they do not know what form of apparatus they need.”
To add to the operating companies’ woes, the trunking problem

was back. In large metropolitan areas a growing number of the
connections handled were between subscribers served bydifferent
central offices. Trunking was most pronounced in New York and
Chicago, where only 40 and 50 percentof the connections, respec-
tively, were local to an office.” The problems with trunked connec-
tions between central offices were exactly the sameas those which had
plagued transfer connections inside switchingoffices ten years earlier:
they took more time, tied up two operators, and were more liable to
error:® In these large, dispersed exchanges, switching had come full
circle back to the problem of using “the cooperative intelligence of
two persons”to make a connection, onlyat a higher-level componentof the system (interoffice rather than intraoffice connections).
The Committee on Switchboards and Telephonic Apparatus was a

group of seven men representing AT&T, ABT, Western Electric, and
the exchanges in Boston, New York, and Chicago. Once again, E. J.
Hall presided over it. The group met six times, from July 1891 to May
1895. Its membership changed slightly over this period, with Davis
eventually supplanting Hall as its head. Aftera yearof false starts, its
records document a revolution in signaling, power supply, and
organization that solved the switchboard problem for many years.
While the committee's records provide the most complete documen-
tation of the kind of problems that led to this revolution, the
committee itself was rarely responsible for the changes. Many of its
recommendations turned out to be wrong, and its proposals often
turned out to be dead ends. It was, rather, a valuable forum where
new ideas could be brought for discussion and evaluation and then
tested in the local exchanges.
The committee's first two meetings aired the problems and pursued

wo innovations: a switchboard in which the jacks were placed
horizontally rather than vertically to enlarge the capacity of operators,
and a “combination line exchange system” that used shared trunks
rather than individual lines to connect subscribers to the central
office. Working models of both were constructed by AT&T and

“Ibid. p. 385
SATGTSwitchboard Conference (1887). p,

p. 126.

“New York operators, who averaged only ten connections/hour, were busicr but less
productive than operators in Kansas City, where there was only one office and an
average ofthirty-five connectionsfhour. Suitchboard Committee HI (n. 20 above), p. 137.

Switchboard Committee [11 (n. 20 above),
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Western Electric engineers and evaluatedat the committee meetings.
Both were dead ends.
The horizontal switchboard did succeed in reducing the multipli-

cation of equipment somewhat, but the placement of annunciator
drops overhead made them harder to see and reach, and the
horizontal layout tended to tangle the cords and bring operators into
interference with each other as they made connections.” The combi-
nation line system, on the other hand, was not a complete failure.
Although the specific technology was never adopted, it represented
the Bell system's first realization that shared trunking facilities could
be a source of great economyrather than a cause of headaches,
expense, and delays.
The combination line plan was based ona fundamental principle of

traffic engineering: since the numberofcircuitsin use at one

time
is

always far less than the total number of subscribers, onlyfacilities
sufficient to handle the peak load need be provided. If so, why run
1,000 separate wires to 1,000 subscribers? Why not run a cable
containing only 100 circuits to them and find some way to allow
subscribers to plug into whichever ones were not in use? That way
facilities could be shared while the advantages ofprivacy and individ-
ual signaling could be maintained.
The combination line working model wasvirtually a reinvention of

the entire telephone system. Five trunks served twenty to forty
subscribers. The telephone was equipped with a plug; whenever a
subscriber wanted to get a connection, he would go to his telephone
and insert a plug into the jack ofthefirst free trunk line. Inserting the
plug tripped a signal at all the other stations in the trunk group,
showing that the line was in use, and caused a shutter on the central
office switchboard to fall. The newsystem allowed subscribers to be
called while they were talking, because they could be reached through
another open trunk line. It made it possible to attach automatic
meters to a line, allowing callers to see their bill add up. It simplified
and reduced the size ofthe switchboard, since jacks and drops were
required only for trunk lines rather than for each individual
subscriber.”
Hall and therest of the conferees were highly enthusiastic about the

combination line exchange. As Hall stated, “the most attractive part of
it perhapsis the possibility whichit offers of making a very low priced
service to meet the wants of the small customers.”Yet after the

“Ibid. p. 3.
¥Report of Sherwood J. Larned, Suitchboard Committee IT (n. 20 above), pp. 67-77.
¥Suitchboard Committee II (n. 20 above), p. 209.
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second meeting of the switchboard committee in October 1891, when
the modeland designs were displayed, little more was heard ofthe
combination line project. Unlike the horizontal switchboard, it was
neverexplicitly rejected by the committee. The most likely explana-
tion for its nonadoption may have been the signaling problems that
arose because of the impersonal relation between the subscriber and
the operator. Because any subscriber in the trunk group could show
up onthe switchboard on anyone of the lines, the operator had no
way of knowing which subscriber to contact if a connection was
broken. It may also be true that its development was overtaken by
otherinnovations that promised the same or greater economies.
The first two committee meetings did result in an important

improvement in the multiple switchboard. The electrical difficulties
mentioned above were eliminated by the invention of the “branch
terminal” multiple switchboard, which used a common ground wire
and had a separatetest wire for each jack. But thereis a clear and
important distinction between the areas in which the committee's first
meetings succeeded and those in which they failed. Problems that
could be addressed bythe construction of more refined circuitry and
machinery were solved. Problems that were notelectrical or mechan-
ical but organizational, such as trunking and diseconomies of scale,
eluded the committee. As Hall concluded, “the work of the Commit-
tee had not resulted, asit was hoped thatit might, in any suggestions
tending to reduce the cost of the switchboard. Onthe contrary, while
we have a better board than we had before, we havealso one whichis
more expensive.”

Toward a Science of Exchange Organization
The switchboard committees third and fourth meetings, held in

March and May 1892, mark a turning point in the Bell system's
struggle with the switchboard problem.Present in embryo are four
ideas that eventually opened the way for the unlimited expansion of
telephone switching: (1) traffic engineering, (2) the divided switch-
board, (3) the lamp signal, and (4) the commonbattery. The solution
did not emerge smoothly. The years between 1892 and 1897 saw so
much upheaval and experimentation in switching and signaling that
Angus Hibbard estimated the expected life of a switchboard at no
more than one or two years.All of the critical innovations listed
developed independently of one another. By 1900, however, they had
converged into a mature switching technology and practice that

“Switchboard Committee III (n. 20 above), p. 244.
“Switchboard Committee VI (n. 20 above), p. 385.
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provided the foundation for the next four decades of growth in
telephoneservice.

1. Thebasis of traffic engineering is the scientific observation of
calling patterns andthe use ofthe data so gathered to maximize the
efficiencyof an exchange. The work of the third switchboard com-
mittee meeting stands apart from its predecessors in this respect. The
meeting contains or makes reference to four detailed traffic studies.
Unlike the casual and incommensurable exchange statistics that had
been gathered by NTEA previously, the statistical reports of this
meeting approximate focused, scientific experiments. The data were
collected and analyzed to test a specific hypothesis. The method of
collecting data was systematic and replicable.
‘The impetus for this change was the desire to combat the disecon-

omiesofthe multiple. In one report, E.J. Hall used records from the
Buffalo exchange to compile a massive report on calling patterns
among its subscribers. Hall's report was part of an attempt to find a
way to divide a large multiple switchboard into two smaller, less
expensive parts. The obstacle to doing this before, ofcourse, wasthat
the cost and inconvenience of trunking calls between two boards were
thought to outweigh the savingsin wires and jacks. But a traffic
analysis ofthe sort he had prepared, Hall argued, would allowthem
to divide subscribers into two relatively self-contained groups and
keep trunking to a minimum *
Following up on the link between traffic analysis and the planning

of exchange facilities, ABT in 1893 undertook a study of the Chicago
central office.Thestudy was supervised by Hibbard, who prepared
a standard method and data form that was subsequently disseminated
to other exchanges through the switchboard committee. The method
Hibbard used to gather traffic statistics, known as a “peg count,”
became a standard tool of traffic engineering during the era of
manual switching.” By 1895 the taking and recording of peg-count
datawerestandardized throughout the Bell companiesby the switch-
board committee.* Traffic data were used to equalize the load of

*In making this argument, Hall explicitly applied the term “traffic” 0 telephone-
switching problems for the first time in the NTEA and switchboard committee records.
Switchboard Committee HI (n. 20 above), p. 248.
Switchboard Committee V (n. 20 above), pp. 669-75.
“For a twenty-four-hour period operators would count each call they handled by

moving a peg along a row of numbered jacks. At the endofeach hour they recorded
the number of the jack and returned itto zero. The statistics were aggregated to
prepare a load chart for the entire exchange, or broken down to determine the
operator load at a particular section of the board.
Switchboard Committee VI (n. 20 above), pp. 2, 11-12.
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operators, thereby expanding their capacity and reducing thesize of
the switchboard, and to identify the minimal amount of trunk lines
needed to handle the peak load traffic flowing between two central
offices.
2. The problems involved in switching, however, came out most

clearly in the proposals to jettison the multiple principle altogether
and implement what was called a “divided exchange.” In one sense,
thedivided exchange was a radical departure from existing switching
technology. Rather than attemptto reduce or eliminate the need for
operator cooperation in the making ofa connection, it wholeheart-
edly embraced the division of labor. In another sense, the divided
exchange wasa return to the premultiple switchboard, albeit with new
signaling techniques. The number and variety of these proposals
between 1892 and 1895 make it clear that the organization of
exchange operations was in a state of total ferment.
Divided exchanges used two or more operators at separate boards

to establish a single connection. In effect, every call became a
transferred call. This eliminated the need for costly multiplication of
equipmentand made it casier for thesystem to handle large volumes
of trunking. The proponents of such schemes understood that
dividing the responsibility for making a connection required rapid,
routinized cooperation between operators and virtually automatic,
error-free signaling. Thus they were forced to rethink and rationalize
the process of handling calls: How should a busy line be indicated?
What happened when a wrong connection was made? How did the
operators learnthat the subscriber could be disconnected? By focus-
ing attention on these questions,the divided exchange madea lasting
contribution to telephone operations.
The proposals came in a variety of forms. At the fourth switch-

board committee meeting E. J. Hall proposed a “divided switch-
board” that went far beyond his earlier idea ofdividing the multiple
according to traffic patterns.” It physically and functionally separated
the operators who answered subscribers from those who connected
themwith the desired party. At about the same time, President Sabin
of the Pacific Telephone Co. developed a different division of labor
for his San Francisco exchange. The “Express system,” as it was called,
dealt with complexity by establishing a hierarchy. The exchange was
broken down into two kinds of switchboardscalled A and B boards.
(See fig. 2.) Each B board contained the basic terminal equipment
(annunciators and jacks) for 100 subscribers. Trunk lines from several
B boards converged on an A board, the operator of which controlled

*Suitchboard Commitee IV (n. 20 above), pp. 30-30.
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Fic. 2.—Sabin's “Express system” in operation at the San Francisco exchange of the
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., 1894. (Courtesy of AT&TArchives.)

the establishment of a link between two subscribers by signaling the
appropriate B operators. Sabin’s Express system was also thefirst to
rely on the switchhook to send signals from the subscriber to the
central office automatically.
More than 10,000 subscribers on the Pacific Coast were served by

Sabin’s Express system in 1895. In 1894 the Chicago Telephone Co.
implemented an express system designed by Hibbard and Sabin in
wo ofits offices. By 1896, about 15 percent of Chicago subscribers
were served by it." Less than ten years earlier, the multiple switch-
board had been developed to avoid the expenses of trunking and the
division of labor. Now trunking and the division of labor were being
embraced as the solution to the costliness of the multiple.
3. The drive to reorganize the switchboard was supplemented by

experimentation with new signaling techniques. One of the most
important was the use of the telephone’s switchhook for sending
calling and disconnect signals from the subscriberto the central office.
In this arrangement, the telephone rested on a hook, and its being
lifted up for use automatically activated a drop in the central office
showing that the subscriber wished to place a call. “Hanging up”
automatically gave the disconnect signal. There was nothing new

“B. W. Trafford, “Report on Chicago Express System.” American Bell Telephone
Company, September 1, 1896. Box 1276, Bell Labs Archives.
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about the switchhook—it had been patented in 1879." What was new
was the understanding ofthe importance of signaling for efficiency,
and the determination to use every means available to check the
ballooning costs of the central office.
The use of small electric lights as signals was another important new

development.” Smaller and more noticeable than the annunciator
drop, the “glow lamp” lent itself to automatic signaling because it
responded to the presence or absence of current with no need for
manual restoration. Its flashing could be controlled automatically as a
by-product of the operator's or subscriber's actions.
In 1890, the Chicago Telephone Co. began to use light bulbs as

trunk line signals, and they made a big difference. With the new
signal, a light directly over the jack to be disconnected came on as
soon as the subscriber hung up. There was less need for an operator
to spend time waiting to get the attention of another.
Other signaling innovations were not so well received. Around

1895, the ABT Mechanical Department developed a “Call Distribut-
ing” system wherein subscribers would use a signaling device at home
to tell special “Y” operators which centraloffice they wished to call.*
This wassupposed to hasten the handling of trunkedcalls byallowing
the caller quicklyto indicate which central office his call should be
routed to without talking to an operator. Call Distributing, however,
made the subscriber do some of the “work” of switching: each
telephone would come with a push-button device which, when
pressed a given numberof times, told the operator which exchange
office wasdesired. For this reason it was strongly opposed by Thomas
Lockwood on the grounds thatit violated the principle of user
transparency. Lockwood pointed out that the plan was “diametrically
opposed”to the principle ofabsorbing all switching functions, and
added acerbically that many subscribers could not be trusted to
remember their own exchange, much less a code for the one they
wanted to call."
It should be added thatthe economy of the multiple was greatly

improved by automatic lamp signals. Improved signaling speeded up
the making ofboth regular and trunk connections, increasing oper-
ator capacity and hence reducing the amount of multiplication.

“Relation ofPatents to the Present Telephone ExchangeSystem and Switchboard,”
memo from Thomas Lockwood to Theodore Vail, August 8, 1907. Box 1274,Bell Labs
Archives.
“Fagen (n. 1 above), p. 523. See also Switchboard Committee IV (n. 20 above), p. 96.

“Mechanical Department Annual Report, 1895. Box 2021, Bell Labs Archives.
“Thomas Lockwood to President Hudson, March 3, 1896. Box 1274, Bell Labs

Archives.
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Improvements in circuitry also made it possible to reduce the size of
the jack, allowing multiple boards to put thousands more subscribers
within thereach of a single operator. During the period of ferment,
the multiple switchboard equipped with automatic signals wasstill a
serious contender.
4. Eventually, one proposal absorbed and integrated all the new

ideas about switching and signaling: the commonbattery switchboard.
The common battery switchboard used a centralized power supplyin
the switching office to run all the telephone transmitters and signals.
Before it was invented, each telephone station had come with its own
battery and magneto calling-signal generator. Those two components,
in fact, were the costliest and bulkiest part of the instrument and
created numerous labor and maintenance costs. The telephone
companies paid menin wagons to circulate through thecity to inspect
and recharge local batteries. A central power supply promised a far
less expensive telephone and drastically reduced maintenance costs.
But the significance of the common battery goes far beyond these

economies. More than any previous technology, battery centralization
required a high degree of technical compatibility among the compo-
nents of the telephone system. It wove the patchy Bell network into an
integrated system, simultaneously absorbing andsolving problemsof
signaling, transmission, maintenance, and local-long distance rela-
tions. It was possible to introduce automatic line signaling with local
batteries and annunciators. But an electric light was clearly the
superiorsignal, and a common battery the most simple and effective
way to activate it. Battery centralization also made it possible to
equalize the electrical properties of two subscribers’ lines when
connected, and ensured that a bad local circuit would not unbalance
along-linescircuit.It allowed for instant detection ofa defective local
circuit and made the qualityof telephone service more uniform and
less dependent on the distanceto the exchange.
‘The common battery switchboard was thefirst switching innovation

developed internally by Bell. It emerged from the Mechanical De-
partment, ABT's earliest “research and development” arm,underthe
guidance of department head Hammond Hayes. Hayes had designed
a Private Branch Exchange (PBX) telephone system that used a
common battery in 1888. In 1892, Hayes brought the idea of
extending central power supply to the subscriber before the fourth
switchboard committee meeting.” Despite opposition and foot-
dragging from some members of the committee, Hayes patiently but
firmly pushed the idea for the next five years. Stigmatized as

“Sutchboard Committee IV (n. 20 above), pp. 252 ff.
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“unimaginative” because of the practical, nontheoretical focus of his
work,” Hayes was instrumental in devising a comprehensive solution
to one of the most important technical problems facing telephony.
Around 1895 the Bell Company began systematically to assess the

new ideas about switching. The timing, not coincidentally, corre-
spondsto the year afterthe expiration of Alexander Graham Bell's
fundamental patents, which had protected Bell from competition for
seventeen years. In anticipation of the new era, ABT had drastically
reduced the rental price it charged the licensee companies for
telephones. Independent companies, consciouslyexploiting public
exasperation with high Bell rates, were beginning to spring up.
Although in 1895 most werestill confined to areas left unserved by
the Bell companies, the threat of competition was real enough to
make the company take every precaution to ensure that it was
prepared. Most ofall, with lower rental rates and competing compa-
nies, it had to be able to handle large increases in exchange size
economically. A detailed cost comparison of the branch terminal
multiple, the Express system, the Hall divided exchange, and the Call
Distributing system was prepared by W.S. Ford in 1895. In mid-1896,
B. W. Trafford was sent to Chicago to conduct a month-longstudy of
the workings ofthe Express system there.”
It had become apparent that signaling was the key to improving the

efficiency and economy of the exchange. Effective interoperator
communication would allow Bell to retain the advantages of multi-
plying while reducing its costs. As the importance of signaling became
larger, the commonbattery looked more and more like the direction
to pursue, for a centralized power source lent itself to the use of
automatic lamp signals. Thefirst common battery multiple fitted with
automatic signals based on Hayes’s plans was put into operation at
‘Worcester, Massachusetts, in the summer of 1896.
By 1897 the American Bell Telephone Co. was finally—after six

years of uncertainty—ableto give its licenseesfirm direction in the
acquisition of switching apparatus. Increasingly, the ABT Engincer-
ing Department took over the job of preparing plans and specifica-
tions for central office equipment forthe local companies, perform-

“N. R. Danielian, AT&T:The Story of Industrial Conquest (New York, 1939), pp. 99
103.

“Trafford (n. 40 above), p. 55. Trafford’s report documented certain advantages in
the division-of-labor method: no need for a complicated busy test, nolong reaches for
the operators, savings in capital equipment, and faster disconnection. But in his
opinion, the disadvantages of the Express system outweighed these. Most of the
disadvantages were a direct consequence of the fragmentation of knowledge and
responsibility that flowed from the divisionoflabor.
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Fic. 3.—Drawing of an A position with subscribers’ common battery multiple.
(Courtesy of AT&T Archives.)

ing this service for thirty cities from 1895 to 1897. Hayes was able to
write in the Mechanical Department's annual report for 1897: “(A]ll
the equipments of telephone central offices ordered during the past
year have been of the common battery type.” Noting that the new
switchboards would reduce the cost of exchange service by 8 percent,
Chief Engineer Joseph Davis remarked, “This is a notable result in the
history of switchboards, for almost . . . without exception, while each
new style of board that has been adopted for general use up to this
time has improved the service, it has also increased its cost.”
By 1900, all the essential elements of a mature switching and

signaling technology were in place. A standardized common battery
multiple was the building block ofthe switching system (see fig. 3) and
sufficed for most single-office exchanges. But since automatic lamp
signals had made the transfer of calls relatively quick and efficient,

“Engineering Department Annual Report, 1897, p. 6. Box 2021, Bell Labs Archives.
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system planners wereable to limit the multiplication ofjacks and rely
on trunking and thedivisionof laborwhenever necessary. Indeed, in
the largest cities, the subscriber multiple was eliminated altogether
and all calls were trunked through a B board." The organization and
signaling practice ofthese exchanges thus was really a carryover from
the Express system. In addition, traffic engineering methods gave
system managers a scientific basis for organizing and planning
exchange facilities.
It was during a traffic study of the Boston metropolitan area in

1898 that G. T. Blood of AT&T first noticed a similarity between the
termsof a binomial expansion and the distribution of busy trunksin
a trunk group.Following up on this insight, Malcolm Rorty of
American Bell's traffic department attempted to formalize traffic
problems by using probability theory.” In October 1903, the same
month and year that Rortycirculated a paperon the subject, the ABT
Engineering Department issuedits first comprehensive manual on
traffic engineering practices based on peg-count data collected in
1902.** While empirically derived, its curves were remarkably close to
those that would have been generated by meansof probability theory.
Thus, while a complete and accurate formalization of traffic problems
using probability theory had to await the work of E.C. Molina
between 1906 and 1908,” the essential outlines of a functional traffic
engineering technique had appeared by 1903, the legacy of twenty-
five years of exchange diseconomies.

Conclusion

The organizational diseconomyof the exchange is a dominating
feature of thefirst thirty years of telephone history. The Bell system's
initial definition of the role and function of the exchange cannot be
understood without referenceto it. It was a major preoccupation of
Bell's earliest research and development efforts. The linkage of
growth with rate increases strongly affected the political climate in
which telephone companies operated. Politicians and the public, who
had difficulty understanding why growth did not bring lower costs,

“Fagen (n. | above), p. 503.
“E. C. Molina, Bell System Technical Journal1 (November 1922): 69.
*'M. Rorty, “Application of the Theory ofProbability to Traffic Problems,” October

22,1903. Probability Research, 1903-1919, file at Bell Labs Archives.
T&T Engineering Department, “Notes on Traffic Studies,” October 1903. Cited in

R. Wilkinson, “The Beginnings of Switching Theory in the United States," Teleteknik 1,
no. 1 (English ed.) (1957): 15-16.
“Molina’s work took Rorty’s paper as its point ofdeparture but overcame some ofits

limiting assumptions. See Probability Research, 1903-1919 (n. 51 above).
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came to embrace competition, municipal rate regulation, or both.
Exchange diseconomies also created a neat little trap that snared
manyan independent competitorafter 1894. The independent would
come roaring into the business with drastically lowerrates, boasting of
its ability to undercut the monopoly. But it soon attracted so many
subscribers that its unit costs increased and it was forced to seek both
a rate increase and additional capital for expansion. The indepen-
dents,in effect, reproduced the early history of the Bell exchanges,
alarming customers and clashing with suspicious city councils by
demanding rate increases as they grew.
‘The Federal Communications Commission's investigation of the

telephone industry in the 1930s directed much criticism at AT&T's
early research efforts, accusing the firm, among other things, of
tardiness in the introduction of automatic switching and a nontheo-
retical approach to research during the Hayes era.” Had the federal

ators been moreinterested in historical background and less
in justifying their ownexistence via an attack on AT&T, they would
have found the company’s behavior more understandable. Hayes and
his Mechanical Department may not have been the equal of Albert
Einstein and the Manhattan Project, but the development of the
commonbattery switchboard was a successful response to the most
important reverse salient faced by telephony at the turn of the
century.
As for automatic switching, it was resisted for two reasons that

emerge clearly once the prior history is understood. First, it violated
the user transparencyprinciple, which for many years had proved to
be a successful approachto the popularization ofthe telephone. Bell
managers argued that the “manual” central office was far more
“automatic” thanthe dial system:all subscribers had to do was pick up
the phone and speak. In reality, Bell underestimated both the ability
and the ingness of subscribers to perform part of the act of
making a connection. But this was an honest mistake. An even more
important consideration was that, ultimately, the issue of machine
versus manual switching was secondary to whether switching technol-
ogy and practice could successfully cope with the increasing organi-
zational complexity of a growing network. Bell developed its science
oftraffic engineering,as we have seen, to combat the diseconomies of
manual switching. Asit had just tamed the dragon oforganizational

U.S.Federal Communications Commission, Investigation of the Telephone Industry in
the United States (Washington, D.C., 1939), reprinted by ArnoPress (New York, 1974),
Pp. 183-86. Daniclian worked on the FCC staff and his 1939 AT&T: The Story of
Industrial Conquest presents the same evidence and arguments as the Investigation.
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complexity with manual technology, changing made little sense,
especially since automatic switching around 1910 was not competitive
with manual in making extensive toll and interexchange connections.”

Ofbroader interest isthis case study’s demonstration of the wayin
which increasing scale affects the structure ofsocial relations. I am
concerned here with social scale, not physical scale; thatis, with the
number of people encompassed by a system ofsocial interaction
rather thanthe size of machinery or the volume ofits input and
output. We readily accept the idea that large aggregations ofcapital,
expertise, and machinery can lead to significant improvements in
efficiency. Even in the 1880s, “economies of scale” were a well-
understood feature of industrial production and, moreover, were
expected to accompany growth. That expectation still holds today. Our
recent experience with microprocessors, for example, reinforces our
faith in the inevitability of the link between large-scale production,
technological innovation, and falling prices. This case study brings
out a less commonly perceived but equally important aspect of
industrial growth, one that contrasts markedly with the assumption
that bigger means cheaper. Whenit comes to the relations of commu-
nication that bind society together, growth not only increases the
complexity of communicative relations but increases it at a faster rate
than the growthin the group's size. Thus, in communications, bigger
can easily mean more expensive, at least until the adoption of a
comprehensive organizational system compensates for the dispropor-
tionate growth of complexity.
The switchboard problem may well be kept in mind during the

present era's transition to computerized communications. Most of the
new technologies dangled before the public are at work in relatively
small-scale, specialized applications. Telephones, computer terminals,
and other formsof electronic equipment may well continue to decline
in cost. But the fusionof voice, data, and video communication into
an internationally integrateddigital network connecting a majority of
the population will probably not follow the same pattern of falling
prices. In all likelihood, the expansionofsuch a network will pose
organizational and technical problems as large and unruly as those
faced by the developersof the telephone exchange in the 1880s. If the
public enters intothis experience with expectationsof scale economies
andfalling prices,as it did a centuryago, the political climate of the
1990s and early 2000s could easily become as explosive as the utility
politics of the Populist era.

“See Chapuis (n. 3 above), p. 76.
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The Bell system's encounterwith the switchboard problem may also
hold the clue to the intepretation of a broader trend in social
evolution. If every incrementof growth seems to produce a somewhat
greater increment of organizational complexity, then we have the
beginningsofan explanation for what has been called an “informa-
tion society” by various social theorists.” The most satisfactory defi-
nition of “information” is that it is a measure of organizational work **
In this respect it is notable that, after unsuccessfully attempting to
cope with growth by adding labor and/or multiplying apparatus, the
Bell companies discovered that they had to invest in organizational
techniquesto pave the way for continued expansion. Automated and
improved signaling, a rational division of labor, and the collection and
analysis of empirical data about thesystem's behavior for the purpose
of planning and optimization becameeffective substitutes for bigger
switchboards and more workers. In short, the “informational” com-
ponent of the system increased at the expense of physical resources
and labor.

While there has been much discussion and documentation of the
growth in thesize of the “information sector” of modern economies,
there has as yet been no convincing demonstration of whyits size
should increase relative to other sectors. James Beniger does attempt
to link the development ofan information economy with the control
problemsposedbythe harnessing of artificial energy sources. But The
Control Revolution contains no coherent argument about why the
control of artificial energy sources should result in more growth in the
“information sector” than in, say, energy production or manufactur-
ing. This case study suggests one possible explanation based on a
clearly discernible disproportionality between information and other
aspects of production. Enlarging the scale of social organization
requires relatively more organizational work, because the complexity
of communication and coordination increases more rapidly than the
size of the group.

“Fritz Machlup, The Production and Distribution of Knouledge in the U.S. (Princeton,
N.J., 1962); Daniel Bell, “The Social Framework of the Information Society.” in The
Computer Age: A Twenty-Year View, ed. Michael L. Dertouzos and Joel Moses (Cambridge,
Mass., 1979); Marc U. Porat, The Information Economy: Definition and Measurement
(Washington, D.C., 1977); James Beniger, The Control Revolution (Cambridge, Mass.,
1986).
“Information is “the equivalentof orthe capacity to perform organizational work,

thedifference between two forms of organization or between two states of uncertainty
before and after a message has been received.” Klaus Krippendorff, A Dictionary of
Cybernetics (Philadelphia, 1985).


